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Abstract

Underwater neutrino telescopes are nowadays considered as one of the most important aims in the astroparticle
physics field. Their structure consists of a cubic-kilometer three dimensional array of photosensitive devices aimed at
the detection of the Cherenkov light emitted by charged particles produced by high energy neutrino interactions with
Earth.
To date, a crucial role in this kind of experiments has been played by PhotoMultiplier Tubes (PMTs), however they suffer
of many drawbacks such as linearity-to-gain relationship and difficulty in single photon counting. The next generation
of experiments will require further improvements in photon detectors performances, therefore alternatives to PMTs are
under study.
In particular the most promising development in this field is represented by the rapidly emerging CMOS p-n Geiger-mode
avalanche photodiode technology (G-APD or SiPM), that will allow the detection of high-speed single photons response
with high gain and linearity. In order to overcome to the limits of its small sensitive surface we propose an innovative
design for a modern hybrid, high gain, silicon based Vacuum Silicon Photomultiplier Tube (VSiPMT) based on the
combination of a SiPM with a hemispherical vacuum glass PMT standard envelope. In this work we describe the full
SiPM characterization realized by our group and present the results of our Geant4-based simulations of backscattering
of electrons over SiPM surface.
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1. Introduction1

Photon detectors play a crucial role in many astropar-2

ticle physics experiments. In particular underwater (or3

under-ice) neutrino telescopes are aimed at the detection4

of the Cherenkov light emitted by charged particles pro-5

duced by high energy neutrino interactions with Earth. To6

date, for this kind of experiments, the photon detection7

capabilities of PhotoMultiplier Tubes (PMTs) seems to be8

unrivalled. However, the next generation of experiments9

will require further improvement in linearity, gain, and10

sensitivity (quantum efficiency and single photon count-11

ing capability) of photon detectors, therefore alternatives12

to PMT, mainly concentrated on solid-state detectors, are13

under study. After about one century of standard tech-14

nology (photocathode and dynode electron multiplication15

chain), the recent strong developments of modern silicon16

devices have the potential to boost this technology to-17

wards a new generation of photodetectors, represented by18

the rapidly emerging CMOS p-n Geiger-mode avalanche19

photodiode technology (G-APD or SiPM) [18-25 ]. These20

solid-state devices present important advantages over the21
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vacuum ones, namely higher quantum efficiency, lower op-22

eration voltages, insensitivity to the magnetic fields, ro-23

bustness and compactness. In order to overcome to the24

limits of its small sensitive surface we propose an innova-25

tive design for a modern hybrid, high gain, silicon based26

Vacuum Silicon Photomultiplier Tube (VSiPMT) based on27

the combination of a SiPM with a hemispherical vacuum28

glass PMT standard envelope: electrons emitted by a pho-29

tocathode can be collected and focused on an array of G-30

APDs operating in limited Geiger mode, which acts as an31

amplifier [1].32

Before the realization of a first VSiPMT prototype our33

group is carrying out a preliminary work divided in three34

phases:35

• characterization of SiPM with a laser source (fully36

completed)37

• simulation of backscattering of electrons over SiPM38

surface (fully completed)39

• characterization of SiPM with an electron source (next40

to come).41

The results of the first phase are described in [2], while42

in this work we will present the preliminary results of our43

simulations.44
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2. SiPM as an electron detector45

SiPMs are based on arrays of diodes operating in a re-46

gion above the breakdown point. In this bias condition,47

the electric field is so high that a single carrier injected into48

the depletion region can trigger a self-sustaining avalanche.49

Since for a single diode working in Geiger mode the output50

signal is the same regardless of the number of impinging51

photons, the surface of a SiPM is segmented in tiny micro-52

cells (each working in Geiger Mode) set on a common an-53

ode with individual quenching resistors (Figure 1).54

Each micro-cell, when activated, gives the same current55

response, and the output signal is the sum of the Geiger56

mode signals of micro-cells.57

Figure 1: Structure of the multi cell matrix of a SiPM

In a VSiPMT photoelectrons emitted by a photocath-58

ode are accelerated and focused by an electric field to a59

small focal area covered with the SiPM, which therefore60

works as an electron detector. In this case electron-hole61

pairs are created by ionization, therefore for this process to62

happen there is an energy threshold for photoelectrons im-63

pinging on the surface of the SiPM, while unlike photons,64

electrons produce electron-hole pairs along all the ioniza-65

tion track, thus producing a higher signal amplification.66

For effect of multiple coulomb scattering the trajectory of67

electrons in Silicon is continuously deviated from its ini-68

tial direction, therefore the range of electrons is defined69

exploiting the so-called Continuous Slowing Down Approx-70

imation (CSDA), which assumes that electrons lose their71

energy gradually and continuously, thus neglecting fluctu-72

ations in energy loss. The CDSA range for an electron73

with initial energy E0 can be determined integrating the74

inverse of total energy loss [3]:75

RCDSA =

∫ E0

0

(
dE

dx

)−1

dE (1)76

The CDSA range is a purely theoretical quantity: it rep-77

resents the mean path of electrons along their trajectory78

and it’s not equal to the penetration depth along one given79

direction.80

Moreover, when an electron beam impinges on a target a81

fraction of electrons can be backscattered. Backscattering82

is mostly due to multiple coulomb scattering, in particular83

to elastic collisions between beam electrons and atomic nu-84

clei of target (primary electrons) or to anelastic collisions85

between impinging electrons and atomic electrons of the86

medium (secondary electrons). In the low-energy range87

the latter is the most relevant process of energy loss for88

electrons.89

Conventionally the entity of backscattering is quantified90

by the backscattering coefficient η, that is defined as the91

ratio between the number of backscattered electrons and92

the total number of impinging electrons [4]:93

η =
nbackscattered

ntotal
(2)94

3. Geant4 simulation: setup95

On the basis of a Geant4-based simulation [1] it has96

been determined that the minimum energy for photoelec-97

trons to penetrate inside the SiPM and to produce electron-98

hole pairs is 10 keV . However a high fraction of backscat-99

tered electrons would imply a significant loss in the output100

signal, therefore we realized a Geant4 toolkit-based sim-101

ulation of an electron beam, with given initial energy (in102

the range from 1 to 20 keV ) and direction, impinging on103

a SiPM, simulating all the typical low-energy electromag-104

netic processes they could be involved in and focusing our105

attention on the backscattering process. The SiPM is sim-106

ulated as a Silicon block with a thin (∼ 0.15µm) SiO2107

layer (anti-reflecting window).108

In Geant4 a detector geometry is made of a number of109

volumes. Each volume is created by describing its shape110

and its physical characteristics, and then placing it inside111

a containing volume. Therefore for the generation of our112

detector volume we defined a Solid Volume (a geometri-113

cal object that has a shape and specific values for each of114

that shape’s dimensions), a Logical Volume, that includes115

the geometrical properties of the solid, and adds physical116

characteristics of the volume, and a Physical Volume, that117

is a placed instance of the Logical Volume [5].118

We defined a WorldVolume, simulating a material having119

approximately the same physical characteristics of vacuum120

(pressure = 3 × 10−18 Pa, density = 10−25 g/cm3), and121

inside it we defined a volume (Absorber) containing the122

Silicon block, inside which we defined the little SiO2 vol-123

ume. All volumes have been represented as boxes while124

all material properties were taken from NIST Standard125

Reference Database. Both geometry and materials have126

been defined using standard Geant4 classes (G4Box and127

G4Element more G4Material respectively).128

Interaction processes of 1−20 keV electrons in Silicon are129

low-energy electromagnetic processes. In our simulation130

we used the G4EmLivermorePhysics model, obtained by131

the combination of the model for standard electromagnetic132

processes with the model for low-energy electromagnetic133

processes. This model is suitable for the simulation of134

all low-energy electromagnetic processes in the range from135

990 eV to 100 GeV (in particular for multiple coulomb136

scattering) and for elements with atomic number between137

1 and 100 [5].138
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4. Geant4 simulation: results139

First of all we validated our simulation parameters con-140

sidering a 100 keV electron beam, normally incident over141

targets with different atomic numbers and comparing the142

values of backscattering coefficient obtained by our sim-143

ulation with experimental values and with the values ob-144

tained by a validated Geant4 simulation which uses our145

same PhysicList for low-energy electromagnetic processes146

[6]. Results are shown in Figure 2.147

Figure 2: Comparison between experimental values of the backscat-
tering coefficient (black), values obtained by our simulation (blue)
and values obtained by the validated Geant4 simulation (red)

Two sets of simulations have been realized: in the first148

one we measured backscattering coefficient, range in Sili-149

con, total released energy, backscattering energy fraction150

and average energy loss in Silicon for a normally incident151

electron beam, with energy in the range from 1 to 20 keV ,152

while in the second one we measured the same quantities153

considering an electron beam with given energy (10 keV )154

and variable angle of incidence θ (from 0 to 75◦). The155

backscattering energy fraction is defined as the ratio be-156

tween the backscattered energy and the incident energy of157

the beam:158

q =
Eincident − Ereleased

Eincident
(3)159

Figure 3 shows that the backscattering coefficient η of a160

10 keV electron beam increases with the angle of incidence.161

In particular η = 12.6% for normal incidence and η ∼ 50%162

for θ = 75◦.163

Similarly, the fraction of backscattered energy fraction164

is equal to 0.22 for normal incidence and it increases with165

angle (q = 0.68 for θ = 75◦), while, as expected, the aver-166

age energy loss in Silicon and the range in Silicon of elec-167

trons decrease as the angle of incidence increases. This168

results show that for small angles of incidence we have169

significantly small values of the fraction of backscattered170

electrons and of the fraction of backscattered energy.171

Figure 4 shows that the fraction of backscattered en-172

ergy for a normally incident electron beam decreases as the173

incident beam energy increases, while the backscattering174

coefficient grows from 0 to 10 keV and then it reaches a175

plateau region.176

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: (a) Backscattering coefficient - (b ) Backscattering energy
fraction - (c) Average energy loss in Silicon - (d) Range of a 10 keV
electron beam as a function of the angle of incidence
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: (a) Backscattering energy fraction - (b) Backscattering co-
efficient - (c) Total released energy - (d) Range of a normally incident
electron beam as a function of the incident energy

The total released energy and the range of normally177

incident electrons on Silicon increase with the incident en-178

ergy. They both start to be appreciable over 4 keV : in179

particular at 10 keV the total released energy is ∼ 7.5 keV180

while the range is ∼ 1.2µm.181

Therefore 10 keV electrons are able to pass through the182

SiO2 window and to penetrate for ∼ 1.2µm inside Silicon,183

with a limited backscattering effect.184

5. Conclusions and perspectives185

A Geant4-based simulation has been realized to study186

the backscattering process of electrons over a SiPM sur-187

face. In particular, the SiPM has been modeled as a 5mm188

Silicon box, with a 0.15µm deep SiO2 anti-reflective win-189

dow. We simulated an incident electron beam with energy190

in the range from 1 to 20 keV , while physical processes we191

used the G4EmLivermorePhysics model, which is suitable192

for the description of low-energy electromagnetic processes193

and in particular of multiple coulomb scattering.194

The minimum energy for photoelectrons to penetrate in-195

side the SiPM and to produce electron-hole pairs is 10 keV .196

According to our results, at this energy a normally incident197

electron beam has a range of ∼ 1.2µm and a backscattering198

coefficient of 12.6% while the backscattered energy fraction199

is only 22%. Therefore for small angles of incidence the200

SiPM can represent a valid solution to substitute the clas-201

sical dynode chain of PMTs.202

It’s important to remark that we’re dealing with just pre-203

liminary results: Geant4 toolkit is not well validated at low204

energies and often even experimental values of backscatter-205

ing show discrepancies. The present work, however, rep-206

resents the first implementation of an electron backscat-207

tering simulation in the range from 1 to 20 keV , so our208

results are very encouraging.209

Our simulation, therefore, is able to provide just a pre-210

diction about detector’s behavior, while real performances211

will be evaluated only experimentally, after the realization212

of a first VSiPMT prototype.213
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